This paper presents a novel set of critical band filterbanks, i.e. filters that mimic the human auditory system (HAS). The filterbanks are based on the empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Two cases are investigated: decimated and undecimated filters. Since the HAS does not follow conventional linear and stationary properties, non-uniform filterbanks approximating critical bands with EMD are developed.
Introduction
The HAS has been studied for several decades (e.g. [1, 2] , to name a few), and many researchers have applied speech/audio signal processing techniques to emulate it, such as those in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Since the HAS can be mimicked through many frequency subbands (called critical bands), wavelet filterbanks have been investigated as a possible solution to various speech/audio processing problems (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ).
In particular, non-uniform frequency partition, using filterbanks to better approximate critical bands, have emerged in many applications such as speech coding, enhancement, etc. [5] [6] [7] . However, all these nonuniform filterbanks have been implemented with linear filters. This is not optimal, as the HAS does not behave as a linear filter. Moreover, speech and audio signals are not stationary. Thus, filterbanks that can deal with nonlinear and nonstationary signals are a much better fit for modeling the natural processes of sound and hearing. As far as the authors are aware of, there are no HAS emulating, non-uniform filterbanks designed based on nonstationarity and nonlinearity while keeping perfect reconstruction (i.e. they assume the signals are either linear, stationary, or both).
In the late 1990's a new signal decomposition called empirical mode decomposition (EMD) was developed in [8] and later applied into the solution of several engineering problems. The EMD performs signal decomposition without regard to the characteristics of the signal and without any conventional filters, thereby making it a logical fit for non-uniform filterbanks dealing with nonstationary signals, i.e. speech/audio signals. This paper develops non-uniform filterbanks approximating critical bands based on EMD both for the decimated and undecimated cases. Then, as a sample application in speech enhancement, the EMD filterbanks are applied into each critical band. This has the ability of masking the effects of weak signals (which are usually residual noise after speech enhancement) within and around critical bands. The paper is organized as follows: critical bands based on EMD non-uniform filterbanks are developed in Sections 2 and 3 for undecimated and decimated cases, respectively. The speech enhancement application for the proposed filterbanks is presented in Section 4, and conclusions follow in Section 5.
critical bands mimicking the HAS using the wavelet transform [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In [5] , critical bands are approximated through wavelet packets based on a tree structure, which leads to non-uniform filterbanks. Approximating critical bands with wavelet packets is shown in Fig. 1 , which is a similar tree structure to [5] but modified to have a 22 kHz sampling frequency. The tree in Fig. 1 requires an inherently sequential structure. The tree was modified to allow a 25 filterbanks parallel-processing implementation in [7, 9] , thereby making is better suited for hardware implementation. The tree structure in Fig. 1 shows that the bandwidth of each band gets progressively smaller as frequency is lowered, though this is done in non-uniform fashion, in order to approximate critical bands. The frequency ranges of the approximate critical bands of Fig.  1 are reported in [5, 7] . Although the same tree structure in [7] is used here, we use EMD filterbanks, forsaking the linearity of wavelets or wavelet packets. Since the EMD is incorporated into the tree structure of Fig. 1 (7,0) (7,1) (7,2) (7,3) (7,4) (7,5) Fig. 1 . Tree structure to make non-uniform filterbanks approximating critical bands [7] .
In this paper, we implement the structure in Fig. 1 [8] . Thinking in terms of traditional filterbank theory, the resulting bands can be thought as ordered from highest frequency information (first IMF) to lowest (residual).
The original signal can be reconstructed simply by adding all IMFs and the residual. It can be easily noticed, however, that an arbitrary binary tree structure is not available when applying traditional EMD. In other words, more work needs to be done to allow an arbitrary tree structure to be built with EMD. This problem was analyzed in depth by the authors in [10] for the decimated case and, briefly, mentioned for the undecimated case, as the latter is simple and straightforward. In this paper, the ideas explored in [10] are applied into the design of arbitrary trees using non-uniform filterbanks that approximate critical bands.
Fig. 2. EMD filterbanks shown for a full binary tree with two decomposition levels.
In order to generate an arbitrary tree structure, as the one from Fig. 2 . In addition, if j index is 0 or even, it is the residual (i.e. lowpass signal) of the parent node signal. Otherwise it is the first IMF (i.e., highpass signal). For instance, in Fig. 2 , X 10 and X 11 are the residual and the first IMF, respectively, at the first decomposition level. In the same manner, X 21 is the first IMF of X 10 signal and X 22 is the residual of X 11 , etc. Since there is no downsampling in undecimated EMD filterbanks, it is straightforward to incorporate any arbitrary tree structure into traditional EMD by considering only two decomposed signals (i.e., the first IMF and the residual), as explained above. Note that in the undecimated case all node X ij s have the same length as the original signal, as there is no any downsampling or decimation. For the undecimated case, the synthesis filterbank, which results in perfect reconstruction, also has the structure shown in Fig. 2(a) , but the "EMD" block is a simple addition operation, i.e. the upper node is reconstructed by the simple addition of the two lower ones. For instance, X 10 signal can be obtained by adding X 20 and X 21 .
Since the EMD does not lend itself to traditional filter theory, the exact cut-off frequency for each IMF is not known. In other words, since all IMFs are extracted differently depending on the applied signal itself, the EMD does not have a fixed cut-off frequency for each IMF. However, the traditional EMD does behave in a similar way to a dyadic filterbank, as shown in [11] . Hence, the EMD filterbanks in this paper can be thought as if each node signal is roughly dissected into lowpass and highpass signals, resulting in approximate critical bands similar to [5, 7] , although without being able to know exactly what the frequency ranges are. Voiced speech signals from four critical bands of (7, 3) , (6, 4) , (5, 7) , and (4,9) nodes in Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3 , where the critical bands are generated through undecimated EMD filterbanks. As expected, it is can be observed in Fig. 3 that the node signals are in incremental frequency order. Note from Fig. 1 that X 70 and X 37 correspond to the lowest and highest frequency signals, respectively. 
Decimated EMD non-uniform filterbanks
Applying decimated EMD non-uniform filterbanks into an arbitrary tree is done also by using one IMF and the residual. However, simply decimating the IMF and the residual does not work because perfect reconstruction no longer holds after straightforward decimation. One method to achieve perfect reconstruction for an arbitrary tree was developed in [10] . We use the same concept in this paper to design critical bands for the structure in Fig.  1 . Namely, each analysis stage (i.e. each box in Fig. 2(b) ) uses the system from Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 shows one stage of any arbitrary decimated EMD analysis filterbank, at the ith decomposition level. The low frequency signal is now ܺ ାଵ ,ଶ , which corresponds to the even-indexed samples of the residual of the parent node signal ܺ , . It follows that ܺ ାଵ ,ଶାଵ is the high frequency signal, resulting from keeping only the even-indexed samples of the first IMF. The internal signals, R and I, denote the residual and the first IMF, respectively. An additional signal is generated, denoted by ∆ ାଵ, , which corresponds to the error signal between the odd-indexed signals and their estimate, Ô. Note that the estimate is generated from the low frequency signal. Hence, ∆ ାଵ, can be considered as a highpass signal, with only the odd-indexed values.
Through the EMD in [8] , we know that the even-indexed portion of ܺ , can be obtained by the simple addition of ܺ ାଵ ,ଶ and ܺ ାଵ ,ଶାଵ . Similarly, the odd-indexed signal of ܺ , can be obtained by adding ∆ ାଵ, and the interpolated version of ܺ ାଵ ,ଶ . Fig. 4 . A single stage of the decimated EMD analysis filterbank [10] .
Hence, every stage of the decimated analysis EMD filterbank has three outputs, a low and high pass signals, and an error signal. Note, however, that the length of each output is only half of the input signal, i.e., all decomposed signals are effectively downsampled by two, like in a typical wavelet filterbank. The decimated EMD filterbanks for a full binary tree with two decomposition levels, thus, can be depicted as Fig. 2 (b) . Note, then, when a complex tree (e.g., Fig. 1 ) is constructed with decimated EMD filters, a third signal, must be kept for every node to achieve perfect reconstruction.
The synthesis stage is shown in Fig. 5 . Synthesis is done merely by reversing the analysis operation, but with simple addition instead of the EMD. Note that if ܺ ାଵ ,ଶ , ܺ ାଵ ,ଶାଵ , and ∆ ାଵ, are the outputs of the stage in Fig.  4 , signal ܺ , will be identical to the original signal. The evenindexed signal is reconstructed by adding ܺ ାଵ ,ଶ and ܺ ାଵ ,ଶାଵ . The odd-indexed signal, however, is recovered by adding the error signal to the estimated odd-index residual, obtained from the reference low-frequency signal. To recover a signal decomposed in an arbitrary tree, the same structure must be used, but in the opposite direction, e.g. bottom to top in Fig. 1 . It is important to note that the same interpolation technique must be used for both analysis and synthesis. More details on how to generate any decimated arbitrary EMD filterbank and how data reduction can be obtained while keeping perfection reconstruction for any arbitrary tree can be found in [10] .
In the same manner than in the undecimated case, decimated EMD analysis filterbanks and synthesis filterbanks for critical bands are obtained in this paper by applying the structure of Fig. 1 , which has total 25 non-uniform filterbanks (i.e., 25 critical bands). Hence, speech and/or audio signals are decomposed in this paper into 25 "decimated" EMD critical band signals. 
An application of undecimated and decimated EMD critical bands.
To investigate the usefulness of the EMD critical bands, we applied a noise removal algorithm into each critical band signal resulting from the decomposition, based on the idea of masking effects reported in [12] . Since weaker sounds of residual noise after speech enhancement can be masked by stronger dominant sounds of enhanced speech within and/or around critical bands, a noise removal algorithm is applied in each critical band to take advantage of it. Furthermore, the EMD proved to be very effective when removing noise for colored noises, because less fluctuation of noise variances in IMFs of EMD can be obtained [13] . In that paper, noise removal is applied in each IMF without any subband structure. Based on the ideas of masking effects in critical bands and less fluctuation of noise variance by EMD, the noise removal of minimum variance estimator (MVE) in [13, 14, 15] was applied into each critical band obtained by undecimated and decimated EMD non-uniform filterbanks. The MVE is an approach to remove noise through subspaces using singular value decompositions, and it needs a prewhitening process to deal with colored noises. Although prewhitening is mandatory for the original MVE in [14, 15] , our technique shows good results for colored noises without applying any prewhitening steps. Another similar approach to remove noise in subspaces is time domain constrained estimator/spectral domain constrained estimator (TDCE/SDCE) in [16] . However, TDCE/SDEC also needs a prewhitening step to deal with colored noises. The extended version of [16] dealing with colored noise was developed in [17] though a simultaneous diagonalization of the signal and noise covariance matrices. Hence, the speech enhancement in EMD critical bands proposed in this paper is compared with the algorithm in [17] to verify the validity of the founding ideas, which are utilizing masking effect in critical bands and dealing with colored noises through EMD. The results of this paper are shown in Table 1 . Again, it is worth noting that the proposed algorithm does not use any prewhitening even for colored noises, whereas the reference algorithm in [17] uses simultaneous diagonalization of signal and noise covariance matrices to deal with colored noises. The spectrum domain constraints (SDC2) algorithm in [17] is chosen and implemented as the reference algorithm of [17] in Table  1 . Pink noise is a noise whose power reduces as frequency increases, i.e. it is approximately a 1/f noise. Babble noise implies speech-like noise mixed by multiple speakers. As shown in Table 1 , the proposed algorithms works fairly well for all 3 cases (white, pink, and babble noises), whereas the reference algorithm in [17] struggles at high SNRs of pink noise. It is conjectured that SDC2 underperforms for pink noise because parameter µ, which controls the trade-off between distortion and the residual noise, may not be optimal. In the original reference [17] , the authors used a varying µ, which was chosen experimentally. Comparing the undecimated and decimated cases of the proposed algorithm, speech enhancement in undecimated EMD critical bands shows better results for all three different noises. The results of Table 1 were obtained by using five continuous speeches speaking different phrases. A 64 ms frame size was used for all algorithms to be compared with the decimated case, as too small frame sizes do not provide enough samples at the end node of the decimated case. For the results of undecimated and decimated cases in Table 1 , the MVE is applied into all node signals of Fig. 1 , generated by undecimated and decimated EMD filterbanks, where the MVE is applied into all stored ∆ , signals. The results of the proposed algorithm are also shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The subplots for clean speech, speech corrupted by pink noise at 6 dB, result of reference [17] , and the result of the proposed algorithm for undecimated EMD critical bands are shown on left-top, right-top, left-bottom, and right bottom, respectively. The SNR values in Fig. 6 for the result of reference [17] and the proposed algorithm (undecimated EMD critical bands) are 7.1352 [dB] and 9.6790 [dB] respectively, which means that the reference paper results in too much noise suppression in the speech-dominant area. This is shown in Fig. 7 for segmental SNR (SSNR) comparisons. The result of the proposed algorithm (decimated EMD critical bands) is shown on the left-top subplot in Fig. 7 with an SNR value of 9.2495 dB. Right-top and left-bottom subplots in Fig. 7 show SSNR comparison with the result of reference [17] for the cases of undecimated and decimated EMD critical bands, respectively. The blue line is the result of reference [17] . The right-bottom subplot of Fig. 7 is a zoom of SSNR results of the right-top subplot, to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in speech-dominant area. In the SSNR comparison shown in Fig. 7 , it can be noticed that the proposed algorithm is much better in speech-dominant areas although the results of [17] are much better in noise-dominant areas. In informal listening tests, the results of the proposed algorithms indeed showed better results in the sense of less distortion than that of reference [17] , as expected from SSNR comparison in the speech-dominant areas. Although the proposed algorithms shows more residual noise in noise-dominant area than that of [17] , it was less noticeable in informal listening tests than anticipated. This could be because of the audio masking effect in the critical bands, as expected. In addition, unlike [17] , the proposed algorithms do not use any experimental parameters to achieve speech enhancement. Overall, the MVE within the undecimated EMD critical bands proposed in this paper shows particularly good speech enhancement results in all 3 different noises. From the results of Fig. 7 , it is also anticipated that the combined version using [17] in noise-dominant areas and the proposed algorithm in speech-dominant areas through decision of voice activity detector might yield improved results. 
Conclusion
This paper introduced undecimated and decimated nonuniform EMD filterbanks approximating critical bands. The developed critical bands are based on the EMD, a decomposition that is suitable for analyzing nonlinear and nonstationary signals without the use of conventional filters. Since the human auditory system cannot adequately be modeled to have linear and stationary properties, the authors believe that the developed critical bands lead to a better natural fit in mimicking the human auditory system. As an application of the developed EMD critical bands, a MVE to achieve speech enhancement is applied into each critical band, so to utilize the audio masking properties in critical bands and provide less fluctuation of noise variances in EMD. Although there is no any prewhitening step in the MVE, the MVE in critical bands shows good speech enhancement results for white, pink, and babble noises. Since the idea in this paper to make non-uniform filterbanks can be extended into any arbitrary tree structure, the proposed algorithm to design undecimated/decimated EMD non-uniform filterbanks can be used to make various types of tree structures, depending on application at hand. Reference [17] Table 1 . Results of speech enhancement using the proposed undecimated/decimated critical bands.
